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.INDIA AND 'FOUR'fH INDUiS'fRIAL REVOLUTION'
And
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CONCLUSION
The globalization policies
and 'fourth industrial revolution' focussing on digital
technologies have brought
serious transformational
changes in all spheres of the
global society. And, India is
not an exception. Trends towards economic exclusion
has raised a wide range of
~motions affecting social integration, communal harmony, religious tolerance,
gender .and economic parity,
ecological destruction etc.
The potential of the fourth industrial revolution to be people-oentric will depend on:
(i) The understanding,
sinoerity and vision of the p0litical leadership to .evolve
the requisite institutional
frameworks required to govern the diffusio n of developmental innovations and mitigate globalization'induoed
disruption and social exclusions; and (ii) the availability of economic opportunities which could empower a
diverse set of a vast majority
of individuals and communities.
Thus;the political leadership of India has to. conscioUsiy, bonestly and conscientiously work on improving the governance
structures through legislative and executive measures
backed by an efficient judiciarywhile strengthening eth,
icaI frameworks at all levels.
This will improve the policymaking environment and
bring potent peopl..friendly
outcomes while reducing
gaps betwoen preac!liog. policy formulation and impl..
mentation and IinaI developmental outoomei
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